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Minigolfklub Putter Team Odense hereby invites you to Danish Super 9.  

The tournament is an international tournament which is played according to the rules of 

Dansk Minigolf Union and the WMF. 

Please be aware of the paragraph about official practice and consumption of alcohol in 

general. 
 

 

Start: 4 preliminary rounds on Saturday 11th of March at 10 am. 

 3 preliminary rounds on Sunday  12th of March at 9 am. 

 The super finals will start right after the last preliminary round. 

   

  

Categories: A-category – Open   

 B-category - for all with an 2022-average from 25,00-29,99 on eternit  

C-category- for all with an 2022-average from 30,00 on eternit 

It is always allowed to seek challenge at a higher level than ons’s average 

prescribes. 

 

Team competition for club teams with 3 players. 

 

Average: Average 2022 on eternit.  
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Play mode:  7 preliminary rounds of stroke play. Rank 1-9 in each category  qualify for 

the super final. In case of that more players share the same score at rank 9 

they all qualify for the final. 

The team competition runs only in the preliminary rounds. 

 

Composition of  

playimg groups: Saturday: By lottery blended among all categories. 

 Sunday: By rank in each category before every round. 

 

 

 

Starting fee: Categories A, B and C: DKK 150. 

Teams: DKK 100. 

Payment: By mobile pay or cash. Can be paid in the kiosk from Friday noon 

until the start on Saturday. 

 
Prizes:  Money prizes and other things in the categories as well as in the team competition. 

Furthermore there will be a trophy in the teams competion for the winner. 

Depending on the number of participants and the number of teams there will be prizes for 

rank 1, 2 and 3 as a minimum. 

 

Rules:  The tournament is played according to the rules of Dansk Minigolf Union  

and the WMF. 

 

Official practice:  Friday March 10th between 8am-6pm as well as Saturday and Sunday before 

start.  

Please be aware that sale of alcohol for participants or consumption of alcohol 

also regarding participants is not allowed at our premises during official 

practice as well as during the tournament. 

 

Organizer: Minigolfklub Putter Team Odense. 

 

Entries: Entries must be at our hands no later than Sunday the 5th of March 2023 by 

e-mail to tilmelding@mpto.dk or at the entry list at the board in our club. 

Please be sure to enter teams and team compositions also. 

 

Practice fee: We charge a practice fee until Wednesday the 8th of March. 
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Other things:  Please visit www.mpto.dk and our Facebook group Minigolf MPTO for 

further information about our opening hours. 

 

Accomodation:  We recommend hostels, Bed & Breakfast and  hotels in Odense.  
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